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Abstract

The stability of a mixed 〈c+a〉 dislocation on the pyramidal I plane in magnesium
is studied using molecular dynamics simulations. The dislocation is metastable
and undergoes a thermally-activated transition to either a sessile, basal-dissociated
〈c + a〉 or a sessile basal-dissociated 〈c〉 dislocation plus an 〈a〉 dislocation. The
transition is intrinsic to magnesium and occurs with an energy barrier of ∼0.3 eV.
Extensive easy-glide dislocation slip with 〈c + a〉 Burgers vector is thus not sus-
tainable on either pyramidal I or II planes. Enhancing the ductility of magnesium
by stabilizing 〈c + a〉 slip on the pyramidal I plane thus appears unlikely to be
viable.
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In hexagonal close-packed (hcp) metals, dislocation slip with 〈c + a〉 Burgers
vector is an important deformation mode to accommodate c-axis strain [1, 2]. In
magnesium (Mg), recent molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [3] show that the
key pyramidal II 〈c + a〉 dislocation is metastable on the easy-glide pyramidal II
plane and undergoes an intrinsic transition into basal-dissociated dislocation struc-
tures. The transition is thermally activated, predicted to occur at very high rates
at room temperature, and results in sessile dislocations that can not contribute to
plastic strain and serve as strong barriers to all dislocation slip systems [4, 5].
The unusual climb-dissociated dislocation structure found in MD is consistent
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with past [6, 7] and very recent [8, 9] TEM observations where a high density of
〈c+a〉 edge dislocations lie preferentially along the intersection of the pyramidal
II and basal planes (ξ2-[1̄010] direction in Fig. 1). This transition of the pyramidal
II 〈c + a〉 dislocation was thus postulated to be the origin of the high strain hard-
ening, low ductility, and early failure of Mg. To enhance the ductility of Mg, one
strategy could be to energetically stabilize the 〈c + a〉 dislocation through solu-
tion additions so that the undesirable transition could be delayed to longer times
or higher temperatures. A second strategy could be to alloy the material so as to
stabilize the 〈c + a〉 dislocation on the pyramidal I plane, relative to the pyrami-
dal II plane, with assumed easy glide on the pyramidal I plane. The first step in
assessing the latter strategy is to establish the stability of 〈c + a〉 dislocations on
the pyramidal I plane.

In this work, we present MD simulations that show that an initial 〈c + a〉
dislocation dissociated on the pyramidal I plane is metastable and undergoes tran-
sitions into lower-energy, basal-dissociated, sessile dislocation structures, similar
to transitions reported recently for the pyramidal II 〈c+a〉 dislocation. The energy
barrier for the transition is ∼0.3 eV, lower than the ∼0.5 eV for the dislocation
transition on pyramidal II plane, and thus occurring even faster than in the pyrami-
dal II case. These results suggest that 〈c+a〉 dislocation on pyramidal I plane can
not provide sustained dislocation plasticity, so that a strategy of shifting the stabil-
ity of the 〈c + a〉 dislocation onto that plane, or a strategy to activate 〈c + a〉 slip
on both pyramidal I and II planes, is not likely to succeed in enhancing ductility.

The simulation model and methods follow closely our recent work [3]. We
create a perfect hcp lattice having x in the pyramidal I plane, y normal to the
pyramidal I plane, and z along the ξ1 direction (see Fig. 1). The 〈c + a〉 dislo-
cation is constructed using the Volterra procedure where atoms are first displaced
according to the anisotropic elastic displacement field [10] of a straight disloca-
tion along the z direction with 〈c + a〉 Burgers vector, followed by relaxation
with atoms within 2rc (2 × the cut off distance of the potential) held fixed at
their elastic displacement solutions and periodic boundary conditions applied in
the dislocation line direction (z). The resulting dislocation has a mixed charac-
ter, consisting of a 60◦ basal 〈a〉 dislocation and an edge 〈c〉 dislocation. For
the finite temperature simulations, atom positions are first scaled from the T = 0
K to those appropriate at the finite temperature lattice parameters, and atom ve-
locities are then assigned randomly according to a Gaussian distribution around
the desired mean velocity at the desired temperature. A Nosé-Hoover thermo-
stat [11, 12, 13, 14] is used to maintain constant temperature. All simulations here
are performed under zero applied stress. The MD simulations are performed using
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figure_1.pdf

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of 〈c + a〉 dislocations on the pyramidal I and II planes, indicating
the line directions for the mixed pyramidal I dislocation at the intersection of the basal and pyra-
midal I planes (ξ1-[2̄110]) and the edge pyramidal II dislocation at the intersection of the basal and
pyramidal II planes (ξ2-[1̄010]).

the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel Simulator (LAMMPS) [15].
The interatomic Mg interactions are described with a modified embedded-atom
method (MEAM)-type interatomic potential specifically parametrized for simu-
lating dislocation plasticity and fracture phenomena of Mg [16]. All energy min-
imizations are carried out using a conjugate gradient algorithm. Atomic structures
are identified using common neighbor analysis [17].

To probe the stability of the initial dislocation on the pyramidal I glide plane,
we perform MD simulations at various temperatures (400, 500, 600 and 700 K)
and using different sizes and boundary conditions, similar to the earlier work [3].
The initial dislocation is metastable and undergoes transition into basal-dissociated
structures. Figure 2 shows the transition at 500 K where the 〈c + a〉 dislocation
dissociated on the pyramidal I plane transforms into 〈c〉 and 〈a〉 in close proximity
(Fig. 2a) or into a basal-dissociated 〈c + a〉 dislocation (Fig. 2b). The transition
process is similar, but not identical to that of 〈c + a〉 dislocation on pyramidal
II plane [3]. For the pyramidal I case, a basal 〈a〉 Shockley partial dislocation
is first nucleated and glides a short distance, leaving behind an intrinsic I2 basal
stacking fault. The trailing Shockley partial 〈a〉 is often nucleated subsequently,
resulting in a 60◦ 〈a〉 and a full edge 〈c〉 dislocation in close proximity (see mid-
dle column of Fig. 2). The 〈c〉 dislocation then climb-dissociates onto the basal
plane, creating an extrinsic basal stacking fault and making the 〈c〉 effectively
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figure_2.pdf

Figure 2: Transition of 〈c+a〉 dislocation on pyramidal I plane into basal-dissociated dislocations
at 500 K. (a) and (b) show nominally identical MD simulations at the indicated times but leading
to different final structures. The rightmost schematics show the transition of dislocation Burgers
vectors before (solid purple arrow) and after (dashed blue arrows) the transition. In all atomic
images, atoms are colored on the basis of common neighbour analysis: blue = hcp; green = fcc;
purple = bcc; yellow = all others. Dislocation core atoms thus appear predominantly as yellow and
the stacking fault atoms on the basal plane appear as green. Dislocation cores are indicated by the
Burgers vector symbol “⊥”.
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sessile. Presumably, the 〈a〉 dislocation will glide away under sufficiently high
resolved stresses on basal plane, leaving behind the sessile 〈c〉 dislocation. In the
current stress-free simulations, the 〈a〉 dislocation remains close to the 〈c〉 due to
short range interactions between the two cores. In some cases, the 〈a〉 and 〈c〉
dislocations combine and transform into a pair of basal-dissociated 〈c + a〉 par-
tial dislocations having a basal I1 stacking fault in between, as shown in Fig. 2b.
Overall, the resulting dislocation structures are similar to those found in the tran-
sition of pyramidal II 〈c + a〉 dislocations, but the dislocation line direction is
along ξ1-[2̄110].

To measure the transition rates and estimate the associated energy barrier,
we perform a massive set of MD simulations using simulation cell has dimen-
sions (lx × ly × lz) of ∼30 nm × 30 nm × 3.2 nm with boundary atoms fixed
at their elastic displacement solution. Transition times are measured on at least
twenty nominally identical simulations at each temperature. Figure 3a shows the
mean transition time t̄ versus temperature T , as measured in the MD simulations.
For comparison, the mean transition time for the pyramidal II dislocation mea-
sured previously is also shown. At the same temperature, t̄ for the pyramidal
I dislocation is at least an order of magnitude smaller than that for the pyrami-
dal II dislocation, indicating that the easy-glide 〈c + a〉 dislocation is less stable
on the pyramidal I plane than on pyramidal II plane. The mean transition rate
R = 1/t̄ can be related to the transition energy barrier ∆E using the Arrhenius
law R = ν0exp−∆E/(kT ), where ν0 and k are the attempt frequency and Boltz-
mann constant, respectively. Fig 3b shows the estimated ∆E versus T for both
pyramidal I and II dislocations, using ν0 = 1013s−1. Overall, the transition has an
energy barrier of ∼0.3 eV, which is rather lower than the ∼0.5 eV for pyramidal
II dislocations.

A large simulation cell with long dislocation line length (∼30 nm × 30 nm ×
32 nm) with fixed boundary conditions (open circles in Fig. 3) and a large simula-
tion cell with large in-plane dimensions (∼250 nm× 250 nm× 3.2 nm) with free
surface boundary conditions (half-filled circle in Fig. 3) in the x and y directions
are used to examine the effects of simulation cell size and boundary conditions
on the observed transition. However, neither simulation cell size nor the fixed
boundary have any significant effects on the transition rate, energy barrier, or type
of transitions.

The thermally activated transitions are driven by a reduction in the dislocation
energy. All the new dislocation structures have lower energy than the initial dislo-
cation dissociated on the pyramidal I plane, again similar to the pyramidal II case.
In all pyramidal I cases, the dislocation core and its associated defects (see Fig. 2)
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Figure 3: Thermally activated mean transition time and energy barrier for the pyramidal I to
basal plane transformation. (a) Mean transition time t̄ versus temperature T as measured in MD
for the dissociation events shown in Fig. 2. (b) Energy barrier ∆E for the thermally activated
transitions, showing a small dependence on temperature. Error bars (s.e.m., n = 2) indicate the
95% confidence intervals of the mean transition time and energy barrier. Open and half-filled
circles indicate (nearly identical) results obtained for larger simulation cells and different boundary
conditions. The results for pyramidal II dislocation are also shown for comparison.
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are contained within some distance rmin around the core region. We can therefore
express the total dislocation energy Etot per unit length within a cylindrical re-
gion of radius r centered at the dislocation core as Etot = Estruc +Eelastic, where
Estruc is the energy within rmin and depends on the details of the atomic struc-
ture around the core region while Eelastic is the additional elastic energy between
rmin and r and is independent of atomic structure around the core region. Eelastic

scales as K ln (r/rmin) [10], where K is a constant completely determined by the
anisotropic elastic constants, total Burgers vector b contained within rmin, and
dislocation line direction ξ. Since the Burgers vector and crystal orientation are
the same for all structures studied here, the constant K is the same for all dislo-
cation structures, independent of the dislocation dissociation, stacking faults, etc.
In contrast, the quantity Estruc depends on the details of the dislocation structure
in each case. Thus, the differences in total energy Etot(r) at large r > rmin reflect
differences in the “core” energies, stacking faults, and elastic interactions among
all of the dislocations and defects inside rmin. This difference is the quantity of
physical importance since it provides the thermodynamic driving force for the
transitions. This difference is also perfectly well-defined and measurable atom-
istically without approximation.

Figure 4 shows the atomistically-calculated total dislocation energy per unit
length Etot versus ln (r/rmin). The 〈c+ a〉 dislocation dissociated on the pyrami-
dal I plane has the highest energy, followed by the 〈c〉 plus 〈a〉 in close proximity,
and with the 〈c + a〉 climb-dissociated on basal plane having the lowest energy.
Both the total reduction of dislocation energy of ∼0.3 eV/Å and the order of the
dislocation energy with different structures are similar to results for the pyrami-
dal II 〈c + a〉 dislocation. Specifically, in both pyramidal I and II planes, the
basal-oriented, climb-dissociated 〈c + a〉 dislocations have the lowest energy and
are the most stable core configurations. Unfortunately, these low-energy climb-
dissociated 〈c + a〉 and 〈c〉 core structures are sessile and cannot contribute to
plastic slip.

Our simulations have some implications for the relative importance of pyra-
midal I and pyramidal II slip in Mg. The simulations indicate that 〈c + a〉 slip on
pyramidal I plane will result in sessile, basal-dissociated 〈c + a〉 and 〈c〉 disloca-
tions lying along the ξ1-[2̄110] direction. If 〈c + a〉 pyramidal I slip were signifi-
cant, one would expect a high density of such sessile dislocations left behind after
c-axis plastic deformation. All TEM studies to date report sessile dislocations
primarily aligned with the ξ2-[1̄010] direction, indicating that they formed from
pyramidal II dislocations. Observations of sessile dislocations with ξ1-[2̄110] line
direction are not common. While further TEM quantification of such disloca-
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figure_4.pdf

Figure 4: Dislocation energy vs dislocation structure. (a) Total dislocation energy within a cylin-
drical region of radius r > rmin = 6b for the 〈c + a〉 mixed dislocation on the pyramidal I plane
(purple circles; case i), for edge 〈c〉 and 60◦ 〈a〉 in close proximity (orange squares; case ii), and
for 〈c + a〉 mixed dislocation climb-dissociated on the basal plane (open blue squares; case iii).
Here, b is the magnitude of the 〈c+a〉 dislocation Burgers vector. The analytical energy prefactor
K (the slope) from the anisotropic elastic solution is also shown (solid lines). (b) Dislocation
core structures corresponding to the energies shown in (a) (case i, ii and iii) as computed at zero
temperature.
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tions may provide more insight into the relative slip activity on both pyramidal
planes, the existing literature suggests that pyramidal II is dominant. In forthcom-
ing work, we will present analysis of the pyramidal I and II screw dislocations,
and the process of cross-slip between them. Nudged elastic band [18, 19] (NEB)
calculations therein will show that the energy barrier for 〈c+a〉 cross-slip between
the pyramidal II and the pyramidal I planes is on the order of∼0.5 eV. With such a
relatively low cross-slip energy barrier, easy cross-slip of the 〈c+ a〉 screw dislo-
cation can be expected so that some plastic slip on the pyramidal I plane is feasible
even if pyramidal II slip is dominant, particularly under c-axis tensile loading and
at high temperatures. Recent experiments using slip trace analysis [20, 21] do
suggest that 〈c+ a〉 slip can occur on the pyramidal I plane. These findings could
raise the hope of increasing the c-axis plastic strain capacity of Mg by activat-
ing or stabilizing pyramidal I 〈c + a〉 slip. Our results of a transition to various
basal-dissociated sessile dislocation structures, expected to occur rapidly at room
temperature, indicate that even if 〈c + a〉 slip could be activated on the pyramidal
I plane, sustainable c-axis plastic deformation in Mg seems unlikely. We would
expect the material would still exhibit high work hardening and low ductility, par-
ticularly in c-axis deformation. Therefore, the conceptual strategy of stabilizing
the 〈c + a〉 on the pyramidal I plane to achieve high ductility appears unlikely to
be successful.

In light of the results for both pyramidal II and pyramidal I 〈c + a〉 struc-
tures, the design of ductile magnesium remains daunting. We believe that one
possible strategy is to introduce solutes that can stabilize the easy-glide pyramidal
dislocations (II or I, or both) throughout the material, delaying the undesirable
transitions found here and in earlier work. However, the results here suggest that
pyramidal I dislocations are less stable (i.e. have a smaller energy barrier into the
undesirable transition) as compared to pyramidal II dislocations. Thus, stabilizing
pyramidal II slip is perhaps the most attractive possibility, given the present level
of understanding of Mg deformation.
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